Variability of internal frontal bore breaking above Opouawe Bank methane seep area (New Zealand)
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Large internal wave breaking is observed exceeding a vertical array of 61 high-resolution temperature sensors at 1 m intervals between 7 and 67 m above the bottom. The array was moored for 5 days at 969 m of Opouawe Bank, New Zealand, a known methane seep area. As breaking internal waves dominate sediment resuspension above sloping topography in other ocean areas, they are expected to also influence methane transport. Despite being visible in single beam echosounder data, indications for turbulence due to rising gas bubbles are not found in the present 1 Hz sampled temperature records. Likely, the mooring was too far away from the very localized bubble release spot. Instead, the temperature sensors show detailed internal wave-turbulence transitions. Every tidal cycle, a solibore (a frontal turbulent bore with a train of trailing solitary waves) changes shape and intensity. These solibores are highly turbulent and they restratify the bottom boundary layer, thereby maintaining efficient mixing. Details of different turbulent bore developments are discussed. Averaged over a few tidal cycles and over the sensors range, mean vertical eddy diffusivity amounts to $3 \pm 1 \times 10^{-3} \text{ m}^2 \text{ s}^{-1}$ and mean turbulent kinetic energy dissipation to $1.6 \pm 0.7 \times 10^{-7} \text{ W kg}^{-1}$, with variations over 4 orders of magnitude. Such turbulence will affect the distribution of dissolved methane and other geochemical species in the lower 100–150 m above the bottom and their release from the bottom. The above mean values are remarkably similar to those found at various other sites in the NE Atlantic Ocean.
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1. Introduction

[2] Understanding the different transport mechanisms of methane released from the sea floor into the ocean is vital to accurately judge if and under which conditions natural oceanic methane sources from natural hydrocarbon seepage, decomposing gas hydrate, as well as leaking gas wells and pipelines will have an increasing effect on atmospheric methane concentrations. Convectively rising bubbles locally create turbulence in the water column thereby disturbing its temperature structure [McGinnis et al., 2004]. Depending on the strength of the bubble release, such turbulence varies accordingly and these variations can be used to trace the active periods of the bubble induced upwelling of methane-rich water [Leifer et al., 2006]. On the other hand, “internal waves,” which are supported by the vertical density stratification, and turbulence generated by their breaking at sloping topography over likely much larger scales than those of bubble plumes have never been investigated as potentially important mechanism and might have to receive the same scientific attention for gas transport as bubble release [Leifer et al., 2006; Rehder et al., 2009; Greinert et al., 2010].

[3] Methane seepage has been described from quite a few continental margin settings around the world since the early 1980s. Active seepage is commonly identified offshore Svalbard as “flares” in acoustic echograms [e.g., Westbrook et al., 2006]. Video observations have proved that these flares are indeed created by bubbles [Fisher et al., 2011]. However, quantitative measurements on the amounts of turbulence generated have not been made so far. Recent studies using bottom landers and a 24 h conductivity-temperature-depth (CTD) yoyo station showed that methane release and its distribution is strongly dependent on currents, tides, and internal waves (Greinert, unpublished data).

[4] At the Hikurangi Margin offshore New Zealand as in many other seep areas around the world, elevated methane concentrations can be observed across the entire water column through convection. However, highest concentrations are often limited up to 200 m above the bottom [Heeschen et al., 2005; Sauter et al., 2006; Westbrook et al., 2009; Faure et al., 2010]. At some seep sites off New Zealand, strong acoustic backscattering was found in acoustic Doppler current profiler data (ADCP) to vary more or less with tidal periodicity and rising typically 50–60 m above the bottom [Linke et al., 2010]. This strong backscattering was interpreted to be caused by episodically released bubbles. Such episodic bubble release has been visually observed during remotely operated vehicle dives at several seep sites of the Hikurangi Margin [Naudts et al., 2010] and elsewhere [e.g., Schneider et al., 2010, 2011].

[5] However, in the deep sea, strong acoustic backscatter is also typical for internal wave breaking above sloping topography in the form of “solibores” consisting of a frontal turbulent internal bore and a train of nonlinear internal solitary waves of elevation. This is because solibores generate large sediment resuspension [Klymak and Moum, 2003; Hosegood et al., 2004; Bonnin et al., 2006]. They reach up to 50 m from the bottom, thereby creating a large turbulence scale in the stratified water, with their associated vertical currents having amplitudes O (0.1 m s$^{-1}$) observed at least twice as high. The leading edge of the solibores passes a fixed observer’s position within minutes while their trailing waves generate decaying turbulence up to several hours after their passage [Klymak et al., 2008]. In most tidally dominated areas above sloping topography, their time of passage varies by about 10% of the time of a tidal period [van Haren, 2006]. They are sometimes followed by a second, weaker, and less turbulent solibore [van Haren and Gostiaux, 2012]. Because of their capability of creating large turbulent overturns and their ubiquity in the world’s oceans, it may thus well be that internal waves also dominate dissolved gas transport in particular if gas release sites are located on sloping seabed. Sloping bottoms are also the primary location of internal wave generation and breaking.

[6] The mixed fluids generated by breaking internal waves at sloping topography spread along isopycnals, thereby affecting the overall stratification in the ocean interior, e.g. [Armi, 1978]. This is because the ocean, despite being stably stratified in density from surface to bottom mainly by near-surface solar radiation, also requires substantial turbulent mechanical mixing to maintain deep stratification [Munk and Wunsch, 1998]. This mixing is thought to be predominantly induced by internal wave breaking [Thorpe, 1987a; Gregg, 1989], a partial sink for tidal energy. Internal tides are generated via the interaction of horizontal motions with sloping underwater topography, in a model ocean with continuous (constant) stratification most efficiently where the bottom slope “critically” matches the wave slope. Thus, it is conjectured that most mixing through internal wave breaking also occurs above (critical) topography, because of the focusing of wave energy, rather than above flat bottoms or in
the interior of the water column [Munk, 1966; Armi, 1978; Thorpe, 1987b; Garrett, 1990, 1991]. Numerical modeling suggests internal wave induced mixing above all slopes including sub- and supercritical ones [Legg and Adcroft, 2003]. If such internal wave induced mixing above sloping topography is efficient enough, it may suffice to represent the basinwide vertical turbulent diffusivity ($K_z$), presently rated at $K_z = 10^{-4}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$, needed to maintain the vertical density stratification [Munk and Wunsch, 1998].

[7] Here we present detailed observations using vertically densely spaced, high sampling rate and high-precision temperature sensors in a mooring above a known methane seep site off Cape Palliser at the southern tip of New Zealand’s North Island (Figure 1). The advantage of using these sensors above acoustics is that they can be used to quantitatively estimate turbulence parameters [van Haren and Gostiaux, 2012]. Comparison of data from colocated acoustic instrumentation (ADCP) and data from such temperature sensors has shown...
that both are adequate to detail internal wave frontal bores [van Haren, 2009]. The objectives of this paper are to investigate the possibility of using high sampling rate thermistors to quantify turbulence induced by processes like rising bubbles and internal wave breaking and their effects on methane redistribution in the water column next to seep sites. In addition, the observations are used in the larger ocean-scale study on the effects of mixing above sloping boundaries for the maintenance of the overall vertical density stratification in the ocean interior.

2. Materials, Background Conditions, and Methods

A total of 61 “NIOZ4” self-contained temperature (T) sensors were used sampling at 1 Hz, with precision better than 0.001°C and a noise level of about 6 x 10^{-5}°C. All sensors worked as anticipated for the 5 days of mooring. NIOZ4 is an upgrade of NIOZ3 [van Haren et al., 2009], with similar characteristics, except for its reduced size (2/3 smaller) and reduced power consumption (with the capacity of sampling at a rate of 2 Hz for the duration of 1 year). Sensors were taped at 1.0 m vertical intervals to a nylon-coated steel cable, with the lowest sensor 7 m above the bottom and the upper about 2.5 m below a single elliptic floatation providing 2000 N of net buoyancy. The sensors were synchronized via induction every 6 h. Thus, timing mismatch was less than 0.04 s. This taut-wire mooring was deployed from 10 to 15 April 2011 at the Tete seep site of Opouawe Bank, Hikurangi Margin, New Zealand (Figure 1) [Greinert et al., 2010]. Its position was 41°44.544’S, 175° 27.177’E, H = 969 m water depth, and very near a gas flare according to ship’s echosounder (Figure 2). The high (fisheries) risk of the area did not allow for a longer mooring duration, with the research vessel out of the area.

The electromagnetic 120 12 kHz multibeam bathymetry (Figure 1b) based local bottom slope was γ = 0.094 (5.4°), see also the map of slopes in Figure 3a. Using local CTD observations (Figure 4) to determine a “mean” large-scale buoyancy frequency $N = 3 \pm 1 \times 10^{-3} \text{s}^{-1}$ (computed using 10 profiles obtained at different times in the area and using a vertical scale of 100 m directly above the bottom), we compare this slope with that of potential internal wave ray slopes $\beta = \sin^{-1}\left(\frac{\sigma^2 - \tilde{f}^2}{N^2 - \tilde{f}^2}\right)^{1/2}$, for internal wave ($\sigma$) and inertial ($f$) frequencies, in an environment of constant $N$. The 100 m vertical averaging scale of this mean buoyancy is adequate to resolve the height (twice the amplitude) of the largest internal waves. It is thus equivalent to averaging over other large internal wave scales: 1–10 km in the horizontal and 1 day in time. It is noted that the above uncertainty in $N$ is mainly due to natural variations in the density field, partially caused by internal waves passing with their straining giving rise to smaller-scale stratification and interfacial internal waves, and only marginally attributable to instrumental errors. Over a scale of 100 m, $N$ can be measured down to an instrumental error of $7 \times 10^{-5} \text{s}^{-1}$ in near-homogeneous waters, as has been verified experimentally by van Haren and Millot [2006]. Freely propagating internal waves are in the range $f \sim < \sigma < N$. For the dominant semidiurnal lunar tidal frequency $M_2$ we find mean $\beta = 0.034 \pm 0.011 (1.9 \pm 0.6°)$. The local bottom slope is thus found $\gamma > \beta$, or supercritical for internal tides, significant to within 95% uncertainty. Critical slopes are found about a kilometer or one internal tidal wavelength both to the north and, especially, to the south of the mooring (Figure 3b). Known seep sites mostly are found at bottom slopes, super, sub, and critical. The main CTD station is in the center of a large subcritical slope area, and it is noted that $N$ is valid for the $10 \times 10 \text{km}$ range of Figure 3.

Hydrographically, the CTD data from a single station to the southwest of the mooring (41°46.14’S, 175° 25.74’E) on day 104.6 (15 April around 16 UTC) show that temperature dominates density variations over most of the lower half of the local water column (Figures 4a–4c). The weaker salinity contributions are generally negative, in terms of static stability, except deeper than 900 m (in this profile) when it contributes positively. The aforementioned large-scale buoyancy frequency supports shortest period (highest frequency) internal waves having periods down to $T_N = 1500 \text{s}$. In detail, small-scale layering down to $\Delta z = 1 \text{m}$ gives a maximum $N_{1,max} = 10^{-1.7} \text{s}^{-1}$ computed over $\Delta z = 1 \text{m}$ or a minimum small-scale internal wave period down to $(T_N)_{min} = 300 \text{s}$.

Temperature sensor data are first transferred to conservative temperature ($\Theta$) values [McDougall et al., 2009; TEOS, 2010], before they are used as an estimate for (variations in) potential density anomaly referenced to a level of 1000 dBar ($\sigma_{1000}$) following a reasonably tight, constant
linear relationship obtained from CTD (Figure 4e),
\[ \delta \sigma_{1000} = \alpha \delta \Theta, \quad \alpha = -0.15 \pm 0.01 \text{ kg m}^{-3} \text{C}^{-1} \]
denoting the thermal expansion coefficient under local conditions. This relationship is the mean for the lower 100 m above the bottom from five CTD-profiles around the main site (Figure 1a). During periods of weaker turbulence \( \alpha = -0.14 \), while during stronger near-bottom turbulence \( \alpha = -0.16 \) (cf., Figure 4e). Henceforth, we will use the above “tight” mean relationship to estimate turbulence parameters using the moored temperature sensor data. Care will be taken to recognize layers of density compensated temperature inversions. These layers are relatively easily detectable in detailed turbulence parameter images and are excluded from the turbulence estimates (see below).

[12] The \( \Theta \) data are used to estimate vertical turbulent eddy diffusivity \( K_z \) and turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate \( \varepsilon \) by calculating “overturning” scales. These scales are obtained after reordering (sorting) every 0.5 s the 60 m high potential density (conservative temperature) profile, which may contain inversions, into a stable monotonic profile without inversions [Thorpe, 1977, 1987a]. As Thorpe [1987b] mentioned, the recognizing of overturns is more precise in temperature than in combined temperature-salinity (i.e., density anomaly) data, because of the increased noise levels when using two sensors instead of one and because of the problem of sensor mismatch, although the latter is much improved in SeaBird’s pumped SBE911 CTD sensors. As done by Klymak et al.
[2008], we verified this using our SBE911 CTD data. Turbulence parameter estimates from CTD-temperature-only and from CTD-density anomaly data were found equivalent to within 20%. This corresponds in general with the findings by Klymak et al. [2008]. We are thus confident to use the moored temperature sensor data to estimate turbulence parameter given the above density-temperature relationship. The moored sensors have an advantage over CTD and microstructure profilers: profilers need 1–2 min to descend (obliquely) through a 60 m range instead of sampling overturns instantaneously (to within 0.04 s). After comparing observed and reordered profiles, displacements \((d)\) are calculated necessary for generating the reordered stable profile. A certain threshold applies to disregard apparent displacements associated with instrumental noise and post-calibration errors. This threshold is very low for NIOZ-temperature sensor data, \(<5 \times 10^{-4}\) C [van Haren et al., 2009]. Then,

\[
\varepsilon = 0.64d^2 N^3, \tag{1}
\]

where \(N\) denotes the buoyancy frequency computed from each of the reordered, essentially statically stable, vertical density profiles. The numerical constant follows from empirically relating the overturning scale with the Ozmidov scale \(L_O = 0.8d\) [Dillon, 1982]. Using \(K_z = \Gamma \varepsilon N^{-2}\) and a constant mixing efficiency of \(\Gamma = 0.2\) [Osborn, 1980; Klymak et al., 2008] for conversion of kinetic into potential energy, we find

\[
K_z = 0.128d^2 N. \tag{2}
\]

[13] In (1) and (2), we use individual \(d\) to replace overturning scales, rather than taking their RMS value across a single overturn as originally proposed by Thorpe [1977]. The reason is that we cannot easily distinguish individual overturns, first, because overturns are found at various scales with small ones overprinting larger overturns, precisely as one expects from turbulence, and, second, because some exceed the range of temperature sensors. Instead, we first calculate nonaveraged \(d\) in (1) and (2) for high-resolution images of \(K_z(z, t)\) and \(\varepsilon(z, t)\). Subsequently, we calculate “mean” turbulence parameter values by averaging the parameters in the vertical [\(\cdot\)] or in time [\(<\cdot\>\), or both. The errors in the mean turbulence parameter estimates thus obtained depend on the error in \(N\), the error in the temperature-density relationship while the instrumental noise error of the thermistors is negligible (see above). Given the above errors, the estimated uncertainty in time-depth mean estimates of (1) and (2) amount about a factor of 2. Using similar temperature sensor data from Great Meteor Seamount, van Haren and Gostiaux [2012] found turbulence parameter estimates values to within a factor of 2 similar to those inferred from ship-borne CTD/LADCP profiler data near the bottom. They also performed several tests using different averaging of turbulence parameters. It was found that simple averaging of \(K_z\) yielded no significantly different results from the averaging of vertical density (heat) fluxes \(-K_p/gN^2 (K_z d\Theta/dz)\) and \(N\) first, before arriving at average \(K_z\).
3. Observations

[14] Careful inspection of the full depth-time record shows no signs of bubble-induced turbulence in the entire 5 day record of temperature sensor data. This is of course not visible in the overview of Figure 5, but it is also not visible in the much more detailed plots that will be presented below.

[15] Although no indications of bubbles or their induced turbulence have been observed in the temperature sensor data, some vigorous internal wave breaking has been seen. Solibores occur once or twice in a tidal period and more or less at tidal periodicity, despite the noncriticality of the bottom slope for internal tides. After calibration and drift correction (typically 0.001°C/week), the data show a dominant tidal periodicity (Figure 5a).

[16] The first half of the record (up to day 101.4) shows regularly large temperature instabilities (when denser cold water is above warm water) with a duration significantly longer than the buoyancy period (Figure 5d). These apparent instabilities are not mainly caused by turbulence but due to salinity compensated inversions. This is also visible in the unusually high “background” turbulence parameter values (Figures 5e and 5f), and thus their smaller range of variations over 2 instead of 4 orders of magnitude for vertical averages monitored over a tidal period (Figure 5e).

This observation leads to the hypothesis of a sharp distinction between internal waves and turbulence. Motions having periods larger than the local buoyancy period ($T_{NI}$)min are dominated by statically stable waves, whereas motions having periods shorter than ($T_{NI}$)min are mainly turbulent in character.

[17] The distinction between the two periods before and after day 101.4 probably has to do with a change in currents advecting different water masses, as evidenced from the substantially cooler waters moving in (Figure 4a), over the 60 m vertical range of temperature observations. It is not surprising that over such a small vertical range the T-S relationship remains very tight with a few days in time, as in Figure 4e. Such T-S persistence is typical for both temperature dominated water masses that are typical for the majority of ocean waters [Stommel, 1993; Schmitt, 1999] as well as for heterogeneous ocean conditions across multiple fronts of small- and mesoscale eddies in strongly convective areas were salinity-compensated conditions prevail [Rudnick and Ferrari, 1999; van Haren and Millot, 2009].

[18] The remainder of the present record is little affected by salinity-compensated temperature inversions, and overturns observed in temperature can be used as tracer for density overturns and thus for turbulence parameter estimates. This may
already be inferred from the overall picture that shows some real spikes in turbulence parameter data, e.g., on day 101.45 (Figure 5).

Zooming in (Figure 6) a large eddy diffusivity of $K_z = 1.5 \times 10^{-1}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$ can be seen caused by a $>65$ m high nonlinear internal wave breaking. Its steep front passes nearly all the sensors within 3 min (see also Figure 7). Behind the large breaking wave trails, a set of 10–60 min lasting periodic internal waves (Figure 6). The frequency of these waves matches that for thin-layer stratification buoyancy frequency waves: $\sigma \sim N_{1,max}$. This maximum internal wave frequency, or minimum period $(T_{N1})_{min}$, decreases with time commensurate the spreading of thin layers due to mixing. These waves border a core of highly turbulent motions included at the stratified edges. They last some 2 h after the big wave passed. The thin, strongly stratified edges above and below a turbulent core carry most of the vertical current shear [e.g., van Haren, 2007]. As the turbulent core, with typical $K_z = 10^{-3} - 10^{-2}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$ is generally closer to the bottom than the prefront turbulence, the thin layer stratification is split with the lower edge within a few meters from the bottom (not very well visible in the present data).

Such a vigorous event is not associated with gas bubble clouds being released, but typical for nonlinear (tidal) fronts breaking on deep-sea slopes [Hosegood et al., 2004; Klymak et al.,

Figure 5. Overview of depth-time series of nearly 5 days in April 2010, using 61 NIOZ4 temperature sensors at 1 m intervals between 7 and 67 m above the bottom. Tidal variation is clearly visible, with amplitudes exceeding the vertical range of temperature sensors. In more detail, high-frequency internal waves and strongly nonlinear internal tidal waves are visible, of which details will be highlighted in subsequent figures of which the periods and numbers are indicated in purple. There is a change in water masses after day 101.4 (vertical dashed line), after substantially cooler waters move in, and intrusions (salinity inversions) are little important. (a) Observed data, transferred to conservative temperature [TEOS, 2010]. (b) Stable stratification after reordering Figure 5a to stable profiles every time step. (c) Stratification based on reordered data. (d) Overturning displacements following comparison of Figure 5a with its reordered data. (e) Time series of vertically averaged eddy diffusivity (logarithmic scale) using (2) and the relationship $\sigma_{100m} = -0.15/\sigma$. (f) Turbulence dissipation rate, estimated using (1), logarithmic scale. White also indicates values below threshold.
The short, but intense mixing events dominate sediment resuspension in this case, sweeping material at least 65 m upward in the water column. Given the typical extent of vertical currents, material might be “scooped up” more likely 100–150 m above the sea floor.

Figure 6. As Figure 5, but for 5 h detail around the transition from warming (downslope moving) to cooling (upslope moving) tidal phase, including a strong solibore: a frontal bore and train of trailing high-frequency internal waves. (a and b) Note the difference in scale compared with Figures 5a and 5b.

Figure 7. Half hour zoom of front in Figure 6, including temperature contours every 0.04°C.
the bottom which could not be monitored do to the length of the temperature array.

[21] The present frontal passage and trailing high-frequency internal waves follow more or less the common solibore-like passage of the upslope propagating phase of a tidal wave, as sketched in section 1. However, compared with NE Atlantic data the prefrontal stratification does not deepen as much here. The stratification stays about 10 m from the bottom (note the lowest sensor is at 7 m above the bottom), where <1 m has been observed previously [van Haren and Gostiaux, 2012]. Also, the turbulence away from the bottom is not very strong with values of $[K_z] = 10^{-3} - 10^{-2}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$ and $[\varepsilon] = 10^{-8} - 10^{-7}$ W kg$^{-1}$. Previously, van Haren and Gostiaux [2012] suggested a correspondence between large prefrontal turbulence and frontal sharpness. Here, the front itself may still appear rather smooth and not very turbulent, but its height and interior core are vigorously turbulent despite the rather weak prefront turbulence (Figures 6e and 6f). The trailing split of stratification is not observed and the near-bottom enhanced stratification may be invisible in the nonsampled 7 m near the bottom.

[22] Zoomed in, some new features of internal wave breaking are shown in Figure 7. It is seen that the front is not smooth but shows indents of filaments of fluid passing each other. These indents are different from the little steps between days 101.442–101.444 and 910–930 m, separating 5.75 from 5.95°C waters. These steps are caused by the 1.0 m vertical separation between sensors and a very thin oblique front passing. The indents, e.g., around 914 m at days 101.441 and 101.449 (double purple arrows), are evidence of small-scale counter currents that oppose the main flow of the backward-breaking wave. Thus, these indents are caused by local shear, the start of small-scale overturns right at the largest stratification. This is observed all the way along the rim of the main wave, until behind the first breaker, where the main flow is split in two directions, forward and backward. Furthermore, shear indents and turbulent motions are found in the core at all scales down to the 1 m resolution.

[23] Not all fronts are like the one passing around day 101.44. The next tidal phase, around day 101.95, shows a very smooth wave passing (Figure 8). Apparently, this wave does not move strictly upslope but approaches more obliquely the sloping bottom as the front is not steeply developed. No interior prefrontal conditioning is observed. After the front passage, turbulence is generated, but the contrast with the previous front itself is substantial. Stratification initially remains more or less smoothly layered down to about 20–30 m from the bottom. Most intense turbulence occurs at the rim of stratification capping the large turbulent core. Here, small-scale overturns are visible in the temperature data. Such “rim turbulence” was also visible in Figure 6, behind the first big breaking wave.

[24] A few tidal periods later toward the end of the record, the front around day 104.005 shows another example of different solibore development passing the sensors (Figure 9). Its prefrontal development is typical because of the close bottom approximation of large stratification, which is pushed down by vigorous overturning away from the bottom. The overturns occur in two major groups, about half an hour apart for the duration of 1.2 h, and within these groups their intensity varies every 400–500 s. This periodicity of intensity variations is about a factor of 1.5 smaller than the smallest buoyancy frequency observed, under the assumption that the mean density-temperature relationship is valid. As noted above from CTD observations, salinity may contribute positively in thin layers, up to a 30% shorter period of freely propagating internal waves. Hence, temperature is here underestimating turbulence parameters. In spite of the rather strongly turbulent “preconditioning” of pushing the stratification close to the bottom, the initial front appearing about 15 min later is not well developed and reaches only about 30 m above the bottom. It does show a few small shear intrusions along its rim (e.g., Figure 9a, black arrow). However, as in Figure 8, after the first buoyancy period “wave” a further larger overturn reaches up to 50 above the bottom, followed by 300 s period overturns, commensurate the shortest thin-layer buoyancy period. Only after the passage of this “second front” higher up at which highest $\varepsilon = 10^{-4}$ W kg$^{-1}$ is observed, the common split in two stratified layers is observed. This contrasts with Figures 6 and 8 in which this split was (marginally) seen after the first front.

[25] As for the intermittent occurrence of fronts, the large frontal bores appear with a periodicity of $0.5098 \pm 0.033$ days ($n = 6$) between days 101 and 104, when salinity did not hamper a tight density-temperature relationship. These values are halfway semidiurnal lunar (periodicity 0.517) and solar (0.5000) tidal periods. Their range of variation is about 1.5–2 times larger than found in previous strictly semidiurnal lunar mean data as in mainly upslope propagating fronts around 1500 m in the...
Bay of Biscay, $0.515 \pm 0.015$ days ($n = 5$), or around 550 m water depth above Great Meteor Seamount NE Atlantic Ocean, $0.517 \pm 0.020$ days ($n = 11$) [van Haren, 2006]. This suggests that offshore New Zealand stratification varies over a wider range resulting in a slightly broader internal wave band. The wider range may also have to do with the relatively large number (three out of six) of obliquely propagating waves not fully developing a solibore, which makes the exact timing of the “frontal passage” difficult. Longer deployment times would be required to allow more precise conclusions. As was found at previous North Atlantic sites, strong vertical currents associated with the fronts having amplitudes of typically $0.1 \text{ m s}^{-1}$ and having their vertical extent well exceeding the fronts may contribute significantly to the generation of (nonlinear) internal tides at the source.

4. Discussion

[26] The turbulence parameter values averaged over the period between days 101.4 and 104.06 and over the range of sensors between 7 and 67 m above the bottom, $<[K_z]> = 3 \pm 1 \times 10^{-3} \text{ m}^2 \text{ s}^{-1}$, $<[\varepsilon]> = 1.6 \pm 0.7 \times 10^{-7} \text{ W kg}^{-1}$. Turbulence parameters are found to vary over 4 orders of magnitude in the original 0.5 s, 1 m time-depth resolution. Such a variation is typical for turbulence in natural waters [e.g., Gregg, 1989; Lorke, 2007; van Haren and Gostiaux, 2012]. These mean values are within 10% similar to data using similar sensors averaged over 18 days and between 0.5 and 50 m above the bottom (at 549 m) above Great Meteor Seamount, NE Atlantic Ocean [van Haren and Gostiaux, 2012]. They are also within a factor of 2 similar to estimates from a sloping boundary around 500 m water depth in the Faeroe-Shetland Channel [Hosegood et al., 2005] and around 1000 m above the Hawaiian Ridge [Klymak et al., 2008]. This may be a coincidence, noting that the large-scale stratification is approximately the same (to within 20%) at these sites, which are 200–300 m below the local morphological high. However, the correspondence suggests a universality of internal wave-induced turbulence generation above sloping topography, as the present site is not only
twice as deep as the others, but its slope is also twice as steep, thereby significantly noncritical (supercritical) for internal tides. This appearance of different fronts, also at other sites between 100 and 3000 m deep [Klymak and Moum, 2003; Hosegood et al., 2004; van Haren, 2006; Bonnin et al., 2006; Klymak et al., 2008] further supports the importance of boundary mixing for global ocean vertical exchange, to maintain the overall density stratification as suggested by Munk and Wunsch [1998]. As internal waves continuously restratify the sloping boundary layer by their movements back and forth, rather than creating a large homogeneous layer as by steady alongslope flows, they maintain a high mixing efficiency. The above also suggests that breaking waves are less well described by a wave model of constant $N$ focusing energy at a critical slope than by solibores propagating at interfaces and not affected by focusing.

As conjectured by van Haren and Gostiaux [2012] and also visible in the present data, more than half of the mixing in a tidal period occurs within 30 min of the main solibore passage. Of this half, about a third occurs in the first 3 min of the actual largest front passage. This is, provided the front is well developed and propagating perpendicular to the slope. Such fronts and their intermittent appearance varying by 10% of the main [tidal] period may thus well have been observed by Linke et al. [2010] in their ADCP echo intensity data. It has been verified using acoustic and optical backscatter data and sediment trap data by Hosegood et al. [2004] and Bonnin et al. [2006] that these fronts dominate sediment resuspension. The question is, suppose they do so above Opuawae Bank, what would be the consequence for gas transport? Would it facilitate the methane transport from the bottom, explaining the more or less simultaneous increases of dissolved methane seen in geochemical data with increased acoustic backscatter found by Linke et al. [2010]? If so, it will certainly help to distribute methane much quicker and higher up in the water column by its turbulent mixing.

**Figure 9.** As Figure 6, but near the end of the record for a “double” front of which the first around day 104.00 (arrow) and a secondary jet higher up in the water column around day 104.02. (a, b, and d) Note the difference in scale compared with Figures 6a, 6b, and 6d.
Bruce Sutherland revived the distinction between interfacial and assistance in mooring preparation. NIOZ-MTM prepared Laan for design and construction of NIOZ temperature sensors.


